FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DIVISION

Enrich your brands with innovative & powerful packaging solutions

- Shrink Films
- Lamination Grade Films
- Laminated Printed Film Rolls
- Flexible Pouches (All Types)
- Packaging for Perishable & Long Life F & B
- Packaging for Non-food Items
OUR VISION
To be recognized as a premier global brand in the Packaging Industry.

OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to undergo progressive and sustainable growth in International markets, steadily increasing our market share with regional & national targeted campaigns covering our vast product range. Our in-house expertise is fully empowered to offer state of the art technical manufacturing, fine-tuned sales and precise logistics across all key market segments.

OUR VALUES
To continue to be aware of our environmental & corporate responsibility, to generate economic wealth not only for the company but for our employees, their families and those communities in which we operate. In pursuit of our goals, we will make no compromise in complying with applicable laws and highest regulatory standards at all levels.

We strive to supply goods to our customers that fully satisfy their expectations: Reliability in terms of quality and on-time deliveries are vital to our company ethos. We believe in open communication and in a clear agreement with our customers as well as our employees.

We believe that our employees are vital to determining our future success and as such, from the outset, we carefully select our team members and thereafter we invest heavily in training, coaching and evaluation.

We encourage our employees to be passionate not only about the products we manufacture but also about the business as a whole.

10 MANUFACTURING UNITS
25 BRANCHES
3000+ PRODUCTS
20000+ CUSTOMERS
1700+ EMPLOYEES
300+ FLEET
COMPANY PROFILE

Hotpack Packaging Industries was established in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, in 1995 for the manufacturing, marketing and distribution of a wide range of food packaging materials and related products. Pursuing best industry practices across all areas of operations, it grew into one of the leading enterprises in the disposable food packaging sector. The key factors behind its unparalleled organic growth comprise well-earned reputation for superior quality products, customer-friendly marketing orientation, competitive price structure and an outstanding level of delivery efficiency. Together with manufacturing centres & branches in Sharjah, Abu Dhabi, Al Ain, Fujairah, Ras Al Khaimah, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, & Oman, Hotpack continues its success story with global expansion creating new facilities and network partners in the UK, Europe, Australia, USA & CIS countries.

Hotpack is leading the packaging industry as a pioneer & provider of technological solutions, utilising only the very latest state of the art machinery to manufacture the highest quality food packaging material. It has recently expanded its manufacturing base within the UAE by opening a new flexible packaging manufacturing plant in Umm Al Quwain with an area over 400,000 sq. ft. as well as running a new custom designed Injection-Molding plant spreading over 100,000 sq.ft located in Abu Dhabi operating since December 2016.

We have recently completed the construction of a mammoth manufacturing facility located at National Industries Park (TechnoPark) Dubai. Located along the Sheikh Zayed Road South and close to Dubai Parks & Resorts, this building would surely be recognized as an iconic one among the manufacturing giants and would be one of the largest industrial buildings of its kind in the UAE. It is covering 460,000 sq. ft. of dedicated manufacturing floorspace with an unmatched warehouse with a height of 23 metres.

Hotpack’s Flexible Packaging Division located at Umm Al Quwain produces a wide range of flexible packaging goods from raw materials including BOPP, CPP, PET, LDPE, NYLON, BLISTER FOIL, ALU FOIL, TWIST WRAPPER, OPP wraparound labels, PAPER PE, PAPER FOIL. This Division provides both gravure and flexo printed films along with laminates to a variety of specifications covering many key packaging requirements including biscuits, confectionery, chocolates, ice cream, snacks, pasta, instant fruit drinks, milk powder, tomato paste and ketchup, mayonnaise, dates, tea, coffee, spices, soaps, detergents, personal care products, etc.

No compromise is made anywhere in the entire conversion process. The raw material is sourced from the internationally reputed suppliers to ensure that the end products are in line with the very best of international standards. The Quality Control Department monitors the tightest of quality parameters, checking the entire process from the inbound arrival of raw materials, through all of the production stages, right until the packaging and final dispatch of the goods.

As one of the largest packaging manufacturers in the Middle East, Hotpack Packaging Industries is unmatched as an internationally certified and professionally managed company in the field of flexible packaging and caters well to the demanding requirement of a wide spectrum of multinational and corporate players in local, regional & overseas markets.

All round excellence is the hallmark which has enabled Hotpack to grow from the strength to strength. It would continue to follow the same path of innovation & progress to deliver complete satisfaction to all its stakeholders.
Hotpack is a leading name in the packaging industry and is well-recognized as a trusted source of innovative & sustainable packaging solutions. Flexible Packaging Division of Hotpack Packaging Industries located at Um Al Quwain, with an area over 400,000 sq.ft, is among the very best in the region. It is fully integrated & specifically geared for developing and manufacturing effective industrial and consumer packaging solutions catering to the requirements of a very wide market with its top quality of Film & Flexible Packaging products.

**FILM DIVISION:**

The Film Division boasts of an installed capacity of over 700 MT/Month with 23 extruders producing LDPE, HDPE & PP Films at different dedicated lines. LDPE films are offered in mono, twin & triple layers depending upon the end-application requirement. Our new expansion plan would soon take the total extruder capacity to over 1,000 MT / month at the end of 2019.

Our most extruders are well-equipped to add corona-treatment to the films at extrusion stage. The Film Extrusion Division is one of the largest in the industry in terms of number, scope, quality & variety of blown-film manufacturing services.

**Products of Film Division:**

**Extruded Film Rolls**

- LDPE Shrink Films for group packaging of products like water bottles, cans, aseptic cartons etc.
- LDPE Lamination Grade Films for Packaging suppliers for producing laminated packaging
- HDPE Lamination Grade Films for industrial requirements

These extruded films are manufactures and sold by us as an intermediate product to other packaging companies which produce various types of laminates by using our films in combination with other substrates like PET, BOPP, CPP, Nylon etc. Shrink and Laminate-grade films are mostly three-layered as these are conditioned to give specific response (shrinkage / adhesion / sealing) in either group packaging or lamination process.

**Finished Products:**

- LDPE shopping Bags
- LDPE Chicken bags
- LDPE Bread & Bakery bags
- LDPE Garbage Bags
- LDPE Vegetable Rolls
- HDPE Grocery Bags
- HDPE Garbage Bags
- HDPE Bags for Chemical Industries
- PP Films & Bags
FLEXIBLE DIVISION

The Flexible Division is fully equipped to supply all types of printed laminates for Flexible Printed material for a wide range of Packaging applications. Possessing a modern infrastructure combining 8-Color Rotogravure printing, lamination, Slitting & Pouching processes, Hotpack Packaging Industries is best-equipped to deliver exceptional quality of printed films & pouches for different requirements in both Food & non-food packaging.

Finished Products:

Laminated Flexible Film Rolls:
We produce laminated rolls from various combinations of a vast variety of different substrates like PET / LDPE / Aluminium Foil / BOPP / CPP / Nylon / Metalised & Pearlised Films etc.,

The above substrates are used for packaging food items such as confectionary, dates, spices, seeds, sugar, snacks, grains, liquid foods, pastes etc as well as non-food items like powders, detergents, chemicals etc. Important factors such as end-applicatio, barrier level & shelf-life requirement are some of the key influencers that determine suitability of a laminate-combination for a particular packaging. At times, choosing the right laminate for a product becomes difficult for a customer. In such cases, we take it upon ourselves to guide and help the customers in their decision making process.

Laminated Flexible Pouches:
- Pillow Pouches
- Stand-up Pouches
- Center Seal Pouches
- Five Seal pouches
- Pouches with Zipper and Handy punches

PRINTING DIVISION:

Our Factory is proud to have state-of-the-art printing machines to take up jobs requiring highest impression standards in advanced packaging. With one 8-Color Rotogravure and one 8-Color Flexographic & three 6-Color Flexographic machines, our Flexible Packaging Factory is the leader in performing complex printing jobs and the very best in print-quality & finish. With this high level of printing expertise, we provide the consumer-goods & retail-outlets an opportunity to keenly engage and influence consumers in their buying process.
OUR MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENTS

- 8 color rotogravure printing machine
- 8 color flexographic printing machine
- Three 6 color flexographic printing machines
- Three 3-Layers extruders including WindMoeller & Holscher
- Twenty One Mono & Double layers extruders
- Lamination Machine
- Pouching Machine
- Two Slitting Machines
- Thirty Cutting Machines